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EPI Superbase cast floors
The top innovation when it comes to designer floors
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EPI Colour Collection 

We will be happy to help you choose the colour 
that best fits your residential or office setting. 
To ensure a solution for every space, we have 
developed the EPI Colour Collection: an attractive 
palette of Solid and Blend colours. The Solid 
colours consist of a single, uniform colour for 
a sleek finish. The colours in our Blend range 
combine two shades for a more organic effect.

EPI  |  DESIGN YOUR LIFE 

For more than thirty years, EPI has been manufacturing and delivering first-rate products 
to floor specialists all over the world. We are extremely proud of our most recent 
innovation: the EPI Superbase cast floor. You won’t find this combination of incredible 
strength, uv stability and intense comfort anywhere else.

Stylish 

Looking for a floor that 
combines a stylish appearance 
with proven durability? An EPI 

Superbase cast floor is a resilient 
and seamless interior solution 
for private homes, offices and 

retail spaces.

Greater comfort 

The EPI Superbase cast floor is 
extremely comfortable on its 

own. The floor feels soft and has 
a warm touch - especially when 

combined with floor heating. 
If you’re looking to raise the 

comfort level even higher, you 
can choose for an extra acoustic 
layer which provides up to 20db 

of impact sound reduction 
and and increasing the crack 

bridging characteristics of your 
EPI Superbase cast floor.

Incredible strenght 

Comfort and durability don’t 
always go hand in hand. Yet 

our R&D team has successfully 
developed a floor with both 
these qualities. Because an 
EPI Superbase cast floor is 
considerably less pressure-

sensitive than other cast floors, it 
is more resistant to point loads.

Long lifespan  

An EPI Superbase cast floor is something you can 
enjoy for years and years. Sunlight will not cause 
any yellowing or discolouration, meaning the 
colour stays as vibrant as the first day. The floor 
also has an unparalleled average life expectancy 
of forty years.

Specialised floor dealers 

At EPI, we make floors – we don’t install them. 
We leave that to our global network of very 
experienced EPI approved floor dealers. Each and 
every one of our partners has a passion for their 
field and an eye for detail.

Low-maintenance 
 
An EPI Superbase cast floor is easily to keep 
clean, virtually maintenance-free and can be 
installed in combination with floor heating or 
over existing floors without any problems 
at all.

Natural material 

EPI is a family-owned business. Corporate social 
responsibility is ingrained in our DNA. Our goal 
is to see future generations be able to grow up 
healthy and happy. This is why EPI products 
consist mainly of unprocessed natural materials 
such as biopolymers and natural fillers, making 
them an environmentally-friendly option.

EPI Glow | Blend

EPI Clean | Solid

EPI Autumn | Blend
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